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Medics, Vets and Dentists 
Students aiming for a medical career have bespoke support to 

help them make a successful application 

Marling Sixth Form runs a dedicated programme for students who 
want to apply to study medicine, veterinary nursing or dentistry at 
University. Working with the University of Bristol, the programme 
provides advice on UKAT and BMAT preparation, work experience, 
personal statement writing, course choices and interview            
preparation. We also have a well-established MEDSOC  (Medical 
Society) as well as Dissection and Microscopy Clubs which many  
prospective medics, biomedics, vets and dentists attend. 
 
‘Whilst at Marling, MEDSOC gave me many opportunities to        

develop confidence discussing medical issues and insight into the 

medical profession. This helped me to appear and feel confident at 

my  medical school interview when discussing medical scenarios. At 

medical school  I am now actively involved in multiple medically-

related societies and feel that my time with MEDSOC helped me to 

develop the skills and confidence I needed to apply for these roles. I 

found MEDSOC interesting and relevant and feel that it prepared me 

well for becoming a medical student.’                                                                   

Ben Geers, University of Manchester Medical School. 

    

 Chemical analysis workshops offer Chemistry students the     
opportunity to use cutting-edge, university-level equipment such 
as the IR Spectrometer (FTIR) and Mini Gas Chromatograph to 
develop their understanding beyond the A Level syllabus.        
Pictured above, Oskar is preparing and running a sample on the 
FTIR: ‘ Using this equipment means we are more precise in our 
analysis of organic compounds. For example, we are able to test 
for the change of a compound in a reaction to check we have 
achieved the correct synthesis.’              Oskar Cocks-McCracken 

A Level students and those attending the Microscopy Club are 
able to use high quality light microscopes to take their knowledge 
of microscopy to a level above that normally developed in the 
classroom.  The Bluetooth-enabled microscopes allow images to 
be viewed on smart phones or iPads, thus enhancing the potential 
for  exploration and learning. 

 

‘Dissection club runs fortnightly in the science department and is a 

brilliant way to learn more about animal physiology beyond the A 

Level specification. Last year the dissections included a pig’s uterus 

and an entire frog, where we could see how organ systems work 

together to enable an organism to function. It’s exciting to see the 

scale of different organs and a good way to see how the theory 

learnt in class enables organisms to thrive in the wild. Also the club 

is a great way to revise previous topics with a more involved     

approach and to learn how organs work in greater detail. I think   

seeing the biological mechanisms in context gives more meaning 

to why we’re studying Biology. For example, when we dissected a 

cow’s heart we could see the different muscles and valves that 

enable it to pump blood around the body. This links nicely to the 

circulation topic we study and is an exciting and involved way to 

explore Biology more independently. The club is both academic 

and fun so I thoroughly enjoy it.’                                 Ben Robinson 

Use University-Level Equipment 

A water flea ‘Daphnia’ through a light microscope 
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Particle Physics 
Each year Marling students travel to Geneva to meet         

scientists working at the cutting edge of particle physics 

Students interested in Physics, either as part of their A level study 
programme or as an extra-curricular activity, have the opportunity 
to visit CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research) - the 
home of the Large Hadron Collider and the discovery of the Higgs 
Boson particle. A guided tour of the labs and anti-matter        
equipment is combined with the opportunity to meet with        
scientists at the cutting edge of particle physics research. Students 
also have access to CERN’s permanent exhibitions: ‘Microcosm’ 
where they can follow the path of particles from a bottle of      
hydrogen through the network of accelerators to the collision  
experiments and ‘Universe of Particles’ which presents the       
challenges facing contemporary physicists and how they are being 
explored via the Large Hadron Collider and other CERN              
accelerators.   

‘Visiting CERN definitely inspired me to consider a career in        

research because it seemed very satisfying that it can be used to 
make amazing new discoveries and to prove the strength of a   
scientific model, for example the discovery of the Higgs Boson. You 
learn about Physics outside the A-Level syllabus, you have the   
opportunity to visit an amazing research centre whilst meeting 
particle physicists and the city of Geneva is extremely pretty and 

has great food!’                                                          Rosanna Russell  

    

‘I really enjoy Physics but I wasn't sure if I would study it in the 

future. After seeing CERN I am now inspired and know that there 

are huge opportunities out there that could change the world.’ 
                      Piotr Zaretski 

‘I was able to relate some of the work at CERN to what I have 
done with my group in our Cosmic Ray project studying muons 
that hit the Earth’s surface. It also linked to the particle             
masterclasses that I have attended at Birmingham University,  
particularly the study of real collision events that were measured 

whilst searching for the Higgs particle.’                                                       
           Thomas Wadsworth 

Students observe an accelerator that makes anti-atoms of hydrogen 

Racing For The Future 

 

Working with Engineers from local company Renishaw, Y12       
students in the Greencar project team designed and manufactured 
a new vehicle to be driven at the Greenpower race. They visited 
the Renishaw rapid prototyping facility and used a 3D titanium 
alloy printer to create parts for their vehicle. Marling sixth formers work closely with scientists and academics 

from the University of Birmingham. In addition to attending a     
series of masterclasses and visits, students have installed a     
cosmic ray detector on the roof, have designed a computer    
programme to analyse the cosmic data and are now creating 
their own mini-version of the detector.                                          
The next exciting project will see physicists from the university 
working with students to prepare for Beamline For Schools, a 
global competition organised by CERN which invites teams to 
propose a scientific experiment that they want to perform. The 
two winning teams will travel to  DESY in Hamburg, Germany, a 
world-leading accelerator centre to carry out their proposed  
experiments at a fully-equipped accelerator beam line. 

http://www.desy.de/
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A Proud Tradition 
Marling School has a proud tradition of debating, going back 

over 100 years. Today’s students succeed in competitions in 

universities and institutions across the country and in Europe 

Debating at Marling not only allows students to develop and 
demonstrate their oratorical skills, but imbues them with a sense of 
confidence in a variety of social situations. They broaden their 
knowledge of world events, both current and historical, through 
discussion and research, while developing their ability to construct 
and articulate an argument. Debaters are frequently amongst our 
most independent and successful students.                                     
Sixth Form students take part in a range of debating competitions 
and run debating clubs for younger students, enabling debating to 
thrive throughout the school. They practise three debating formats: 
British Parliamentary, European Youth Parliament and ESU Mace. 
Marling teams have reached the finals in the Cambridge University 
Schools Debating Championship, competing against over 900 
schools. Similarly, teams have won through to the finals of the   
European Youth Parliament Debating Competition and have been 
selected to represent Great Britain in Sweden, Belgium and the 
Czech Republic. In this forum, not only are the teams required to 
have extensive knowledge of the EU but the final debate is          
conducted in French. 

   Will Watts outside the UN Headquarters in Geneva 

‘The debating group attended a number of events in the 2017-18 
academic year, including both the Birmingham and SOAS           
Universities’ debating competitions and the three-day St Paul’s 
School Model United Nations Conference in January.  These events 
provide a great opportunity to hone your debating skills, while 
also meeting new people. They aren’t compulsory, so if you don’t 
feel comfortable going you can purely attend the practise sessions 
in school. I have enjoyed being able to debate with my classmates 
in a relaxed environment, while also being able to attend national 
competitions, which provide more of a challenge and allow you to 
meet new people and visit new places. Debating will greatly     
enhance both your ability to think analytically and your confidence 
in public speaking. Additionally, the competitions you attend give 
you material you can use to  impress university admissions tutors 
or any other higher education/workplace recruiters. This is why 
the debating group is a worthwhile place for you to spend your 
enrichment time, and why I recommend that you come along’.                                                  

         Harvey Knowles 
Speaking at the UN Headquarters in Geneva 

‘Being a part of Marling's   
debating society has allowed 
me to explore my interests in 
intricate detail. It has allowed 
me to listen to both sides of 
an argument, develop an  
analytical mindset and train 
myself to be more persuasive. 
One of the best parts of    
debating is the competitions, 
which have seen me          
participate at the universities 
of Oxford, Cambridge, LSE 

and UCL.                                      
One of the most memorable  
experiences was our trip to 
Westminster to participate in a 
Model United Nations where all 
students involved were a     
member of a United Nations 
committee representing a    
country - allowing us to gain a 
deeper understanding of        
geopolitics from each nation's 
point of view’.                                                                
      Callum Nimmo 

A Voice At The United Nations 
‘Attending Marling Debating Society improved my ability to argue a 
point and made me confident about speaking in public. I put this to 
good use in the summer of 2018 when, along with a group of other 
students,  I visited the United Nations in Geneva with NAWO, a  
feminist NGO (non-governmental organisation). Thanks to the    
reputation of NAWO in the United Nations, influential figures 
attended our seminars and actively got involved in what we were 
trying to raise awareness of, notably FGM and Child Widows. This 
was really encouraging and it also meant that we had the             
opportunity to ask further questions which greatly expanded our 
knowledge of international affairs. Between seminars we also had 
the chance to network, sometimes with people of very high status, 
to further discuss interesting topics’.                                    Will Watts 
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INK Magazine 
INK magazine, run by sixth formers, aims to showcase the   

creativity of students throughout the school. 

INK magazine offers a great opportunity for sixth formers who are 
interested in journalism, publishing, creative writing or design to 
develop and demonstrate a range of skills.  From commissioning 
and editing articles, to management of the production process, to 
photography and page design, INK  gives students a real taste of 
what publishing and team working is all about. 

INK is published online at  issu.com/marlingpublications 

    

 
Journalism, PR and publishing 
are popular career choices, so 
it really helps if students can 
show that they have            
experience as well as          
enthusiasm. Marling Sixth 
Form’s Publishing and PR 
group gives students the 
chance to work with a local 
newspaper journalist to     
produce stories and videos for 
publication. In addition,     
students can work with     
Marling’s experienced       
communications team to learn 
how to craft press releases 
and produce promotional   
material. 

Designing INK 
‘I found that working on INK  
magazine was very rewarding 
in that it was a real world    
project which involved      
teamwork and deadlines     
resulting in the production of a 
magazine, read by people   
connected with the school. 
Designing INK magazine has 
enabled me to learn lots of 
new skills such as learning new 
software and how to prepare 
art work for printing. Being 
part of the INK team is      
something I can refer to in  
future university or job        
applications and I can add a 
copy of the printed magazine 
to my portfolio’.                    
James McGarva, Designer 

The stunning photograph that 
appears on the front cover of 
a recent issue of INK (left)  
was taken by sixth former 
James McGarva, who was also 
designer for that magazine. 
Another of James’              
photographs, ‘Golden Hour 
Deer’, came second in the           
Gloucestershire Young      
Photographer of the Year        
competition. Students are 
encouraged to take            
photographs that can be used 
to illustrate articles or stories 
inside INK or that can appear 
as photo features. 

Students Benefit From PR Experience 

‘I had never really been given 
the independence to work on 
such a large project, especially 
one where you get so much 
control over what goes into 
the finished product and how 
it looks. It’s definitely worth it 
to see your name in print at 
the end, let alone all the    
opportunities that working on 
the magazine opens up. INK 
has certainly done wonders 
for my personal statement 
and CV, and is perfect if you 
want to go on to work in TV, 
radio or journalism’.                
Dan Guthrie, Editor 2017 

‘Whilst I have prior experience 
with creating fictional short 
films, shooting and editing a 
promotional video for Marling 
has given me an opportunity 
to try out the process of     
producing a more corporate-
style, non-fiction video. As a 
student hoping to study film 
production at university, I  
believe this project will be 
greatly beneficial towards my 
UCAS application and personal 
statement, as well as being a 
great experience to try my 
hand at something I wouldn’t 
usually make’.    Lewis Townley 2014 front cover 
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What An Achievement 

Gold DofE offers you the chance to put yourself to the test 

‘Instead of doing a conventional walking expedition, we were lucky 
enough to be offered the chance to canoe down the River Wye. The 
first day was by far the hardest: it was tipping it down with rain and 
none of us quite comprehended the distances we had to cover 
(approximately 30K a day!). However, we pulled together as a team 
and, although it was tough going, we finished the day in high spirts, 
even if we were completely soaked through. By the time we got to 
the third day we had found a group rhythm that worked; each night 
we were setting up camp like a well-oiled machine and as the 
weather improved so did our enjoyment of the expedition.  
 
As part of the DofE we had to select an activity to complete during 
our four-day expedition. Our group chose to keep lists of all the 
birds we saw such as Red Kites, Kingfishers and Mandarin Ducks. 
The diversity of wildlife really amazed us and by the time we got to 
our finishing point in Monmouth we were already missing the 
peacefulness of the river. The expedition taught me a lot about 
resilience, as I had to find ways to keep motivated even when I was 
soaked through and feeling completely miserable. It was a great 
experience and I would really recommend it to anyone who wants 
to give themselves a challenge and gain a strong sense of      
achievement.’                                                              Matthew Doliczny 

    

Hot But Not Bothered 
A record 25 boys (21 Year 12’s, 4 Year 13’s) completed their Gold 
DofE qualifying expedition in the Lake District in some              
extraordinary weather. The heatwave throughout the UK in early 
July provided some spectacularly clear days and excellent views 
for the boys. However, the heat also provided challenges with 
keeping fluids up and extra water stops and/or distilling tablets 
needed to keep drinking water topped up. The boys also chose to 
make very early starts - first groups away at 5:30am - in order to 
take advantage of the cooler temperatures.  

I was immensely proud of their efforts as I’d set them a           
challenging route where most days they had to ascend over 
1000m and travel around 20 Km. Their assessor was very         
impressed and they all passed with flying colours.                          
            Andy Cook 

 

 

Could You Go For Gold? 

Marling Sixth Form runs a very successful Duke of Edinburgh 
award programme and our staff are qualified to take expeditions 
anywhere in the UK. Students can select Gold DofE as a Breadth 
Option or they can choose to pursue it as an extra-curricular    
activity on top of their programme of study. 
For the Gold award you’ll spend 12 months on your     
Volunteering section. For Physical and Skills sections you 
must spend 12 months on one and six months on the  
other. If you didn’t complete the Silver award then you 
must do one section for 18 months duration.  
Your two expeditions will be for four days and three 
nights and should take place in ‘wild country’. We usually 
use Brecon Beacons, Peak District, Snowdonia and Lake 
District. We also offer canoeing expeditions, but this is 
run through an approved provider.  
For those familiar with the DofE format, the main     
difference at Gold is you’ll also do a Residential section – 
staying away from home for five days and four nights  
doing a shared activity with people you don’t know. It’s 
great fun and a real chance to do something different.  
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Sport For All 
Sixth formers at Marling achieve notable success in a range of 

curricular and extra-curricular sports  

At Marling our programme is based upon the principle “Sport for 

All” and as such we offer a varied and inclusive sporting experience. 

The school maintains a very competitive fixture list, with games 

taking place during the week against other local grammar,          

comprehensive and independent schools.  In the Sixth Form we 

provide the opportunity for students to pursue sports that feature 

in the lower school curriculum, such as football, rugby and cricket, 

as well as new and alternative sports and activities including       

basketball, netball (from 2019) and personal training in our fully-

equipped gym. Our students also take part in a wide range of     

independent extra-curricular options from climbing to cross country 

to rowing or even target sprint. Some of their most recent and   

notable successes are highlighted here. 

    

 

Shooting Star 
Ranked 5th in the world for 
Men’s Junior Target Sprint, 
Isaac Steele (above) achieved a         
personal best time of 5 mins 17 
seconds competing in the 
World Championships in South 
Korea in September. Following 
his international success, Isaac 
was selected to compete in the 
Target Sprint GB Festival where 
he won a silver medal in the GB 
Championships and bronze 
medals in the ISSF World Tour 
British Open and National    
Series final.   

Stroud Ladies Netball Club—Cobras, Pythons and Vipers—train 
each week in Marling Sports Hall. Following in their footsteps, 
Marling Sixth form looks forward to cheering on our new team 
when girls join us in 2019. 

Build Skills From Sport 
‘Captaining the football team at Marling has been a very positive 

experience for me. I joined Y12 from Cirencester Deer Park School, 

so it was a good opportunity to meet new people with similar  

interests. On top of that we also were very successful as a team. 

We were drawn against tough teams in the early rounds of the 

national cup and did well to reach round three, where we couldn’t 

quite get victory over a school in Bath. However, after training as a 

team for a bit longer, we came back stronger in the winter and 

achieved an unbeaten run up until the final of the county cup, 

where, after beating them in the first round of the national cup, 

we lost to St Peters who were the better team on the day. This 

year we hope to build on our hard work and hopefully win some 

titles.’                                               Jed Ainsley Bridger 

‘My involvement in the rugby team has helped me considerably in 
my school and social life. Playing in a team with friends has helped 
to relieve stress, keeping me mentally and physically healthy, and 
playing competitively in a team has taught me a lot about how to 
work with others to produce a result. Our successes have included 
reaching county level in the South West, something I’m very proud 
of.’                                                                                         Arthur Mills 

Record Breaking 
Runner, Noah Lambert, goes 
from strength to strength. In 
the South West inter-counties 
track and field championships 
at Exeter Stadium he placed 
second in the 1500 metres, 
winning a silver medal. Noah 
also won the Gloucestershire 
title in the Gloucs County 
Championships in the Jubilee 
Mile taking home a gold medal 
and breaking the record of     
ex student Tom Mortimer. 

Triathlon Triumph 
Jack Powis won an amazing first 
place in the national triathlon 
competition in June, going on to 
represent Great Britain at the 
2019 world championships in 
Lausanne, Switzerland.  

Here Come the Girls 

Isaac said: ‘It was a great     
experience going to Germany 
and South Korea to represent 
Great Britain.  It’s hard work 
training in all weathers but I 
really enjoy Target Sprint as it 
combines accuracy and speed.’ 
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We Rocked You! 
Students at Marling School are proud to show off their        

musical and theatrical talents. Last year they joined SHS girls 

to put on a fabulous performance of ‘We Will Rock You’. As 

they explain here, it was a great experience for all involved,  

whether on stage or off. 

‘I auditioned for We Will Rock You with relatively low expectations, 
partially because I doubted my ability, but I also thought it would be 
more likely that the lead roles would go to those who had been at 
Marling/SHS since Year 7, whereas I had only recently joined Year 
12. When the cast list was announced I was ecstatic to find that I 
had been chosen for the lead role of Galileo.                                     
We worked hard in rehearsals, but at the same time they were   
really fun and created some of my fondest memories of the last 6 
months. By the time the performances came around, everyone  
involved was prepared and tried their hardest and really pulled it 
off with one of  the most incredible opening nights I've ever        
witnessed.  Auditioning for We Will Rock You turned out to be one 
of the best decisions I've ever made and I will be eternally grateful 
to everyone involved from the leads, chorus, teachers, band,    
backstage crew, lighting and sound for helping to make it such an 
incredible experience.’                                                  Henry Snowball   

Henry Snowball with his co-lead Naomi Spiers 

‘When I embarked on the project of directing all the music for We 
Will Rock You, I didn’t realise it would teach me so much. Looking 
back, the experience instilled so many valuable skills in me that I 
would not have gained otherwise. It provided me with experience 
of production management – highly valued in the world of theatre 
– and also allowed me to demonstrate wider skills and abilities 
that will form an important part of my written references . Extra-
curricular activities, such as Drama, are not only exciting to do, 
they are also vital to help you get ahead in the world of work and 
university applications.’                     Henry Linton, Musical Director 

‘Playing the role of Pop          
resonated strongly with my 
interests in writing and          
performing humour. The play 
gave opportunities to so many 
students in acting, singing, 
dancing, playing in the band, 
makeup, lighting and stage 
management. The reception 
from our audiences on the 
nerve-wracking days of the  
actual performances was      
incredible with even my       
grandparents, who tend to be 
quite mellow in response to 
most things, singing its praises 
on their way out of the hall. All 
in all the production was a   
fantastic experience and 
brought together students from 
many age groups in a fun and 
engaging performance that will 
stick in our hearts for years to 
come.’                      Alfred Taylor                                               Alfred Taylor as Pop 

‘The opportunity to be a stage 
manager opened up my eyes to 
the world of theatre beyond the 
on-stage performance. I was in 
charge of everything that       
happened behind the curtains 
and with no staff backstage it 
certainly tested my management 
skills. I was able to co-ordinate a 
backstage team of students to 
help with the operation of scene 
changes: moving set on and off, 
operating a smoke machine and 
making sure the curtains opened 
and closed at the right moments 
- vital elements that all come 
together to make a huge differ-
ence to the production.   
My favourite aspect was working 
with the actors to ensure they 
were in the correct places at  

the right time, sorting any 
small problems they had with 
props and more, which was 
usually seconds before they 
were needed on stage. I had 
never been given the           
opportunity to be a stage 
manager before, and at the 
beginning I was worried that it 
wouldn’t be as fulfilling as 
being on stage. But after this             
experience, I am motivated to 
get involved with productions 
backstage again, as I loved the 
unpredictability of each night 
and the satisfaction of      
pleasing the audience and 
actors. It was an opportunity 
I’ll never forget.’                    
 
Lucy Cole, Stage Manager 
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Ideal For Aspiring Musicians 
Whether you want to play, compose or conduct, Marling 

Sixth Form is a great place to study says Stephen Parker 

‘I aim to be conducting my own music at the Proms by the age of 
30 - I believe my future aims are ambitious, but I am confident 
that I will make it. Teachers at the school have helped me to reach 
where I am; the music department has always been incredibly 
supportive and has continued to be during my initial university 
application, and Marling Sixth Form is an ideal place to be for any 
aspiring musicians with higher academic targets. 

I have played the euphonium and piano since the age of 9. I     
currently play in the Chalford Band as Principal Euphonium and 
won two consecutive Best Instrumentalist Awards at the National 
Youth Brass Band Championships in 2016 and 2017. We have   
recently been promoted to the championship section of the     
regional championship, achieving 7th at the national finals in 
2018. I achieved a distinction at Grade 8 aged 15 and have        
performed numerous solos at concerts in and out of school,     
including playing piano in the school production of We Will Rock 
You. I’m a keen composer as well, and this is now my main interest 
heading forward as a musician. My inspirations are John Williams 
and Murray Gold and I primarily compose Film and TV music 
scores. I am applying this year for the RCWMD, Royal College of 
Music and Birmingham Conservatoire to study composition.’                                                                
       Stephen Parker 

    

Marling School’s Big Band (pictured above) play each year at the 
famous Cheltenham Jazz Festival, entertaining the audience with 
their lively jazz. The 22-piece, 1960s-style swing band has been 
performing for 11 years and continues to go strong. New     
members are always welcome.                                                            
Downfielders are a traditional folk group of between 10 and 12 
musicians who perform at many local events, from dance     
competitions to folk festivals. They appear each year at         
Chippenham Folk Festival (pictured below) and have been     
playing as a group for over 20 years. 

‘Big Band has provided me with an opportunity to play in a large
-scale and well established band. It has helped me  develop my 
musicianship in an exciting, high-energy environment, with   
highlights such as playing in the Cheltenham Jazz Festival and       
performing each year in the spring and winter school music    
concerts. Downfielders gave me a platform to not just play in a 
school setting, but to play for fee-paying clients at birthday    
parties and wedding receptions. Playing in a folk band was a 
chance to explore other genres that I had never played before, 
and Downfielders was the perfect opportunity to learn         
something new.’                                                          Henry Linton 

 

 

Marling School has a thriving Music Department, based in its 
own Music Hall with recording studio and practice rooms. Unlike 
many schools and colleges, it is able to offer both Music and  
Music Technology at A Level and students go on to study at a 
range of specialist colleges and conservatoires. 

Beyond the classroom, students have the opportunity to learn 
many instruments and to develop their skills performing in Big 
Band, Downfielders (see right) joint senior choir and senior string 
ensemble.  Each year the Music Department also showcases the 
talents of its musicians and soloists at popular Spring and   
Christmas  concerts.  

A team of visiting teachers offer lessons for a wide range of   
instruments, including acoustic/electric guitar, bass, brass, drum 
kit/percussion, piano/keyboard, ukulele, upper/lower strings, 
woodwind and voice. Sixth form students can opt to have music 
tuition during their independent study periods to avoid missing  
A Level lessons.                

Music At Marling 


